A b s t r a c t Due to the rapid development of VLSI technology, computing systems can be made much more distributed and to match the structures of the problems for various applications. Because the characteristics of distributed computing systems are significantly different from those of centralized computing systems, different a,pproaches are needed to effectively address t,he design issues related to the characteristics of software for distributed computing systems. In this pa.per, the methods currently used to develop the software for distributed computing systems are classified into three categories: dataflow-oriented, communicationoriented, and object-oriented. Their applicabilities are conpa.red, and the future trends of software design approaches are discussed. Object-oriented software design methodoiogy is identified as a more promising approach to software design for distributed computing systems.
Introduet ion
Due to the rapid developrrent of VLSI technology, computing systems can be made much more distributed and to match the structures of the problems for various applications. Furthermore, distribcted computing systems have the following major advantagcs: 1) The performance of a distributed computing system can be greatly improved by increasing its parallel processing capability. 2) A distributed computing system can be made more fault tolerant due to its distributed nature. 3) Tht: system can be easily expanded. Beca.use the cha,racteristics of distributed computing systems are sigxiificantly difierent f .om those of centralized computing systems, we need differ :nt, approaches to software design which can effectively address the issues related to the characteristics of distributed c( mputing systems, and realize the fu.11 potential of distribute< computing systems.
In this paper, we will ( insider the characteristics of distributed computing systen i and categorize the methods currently used to develop so;tware for distributed computing systems in three classes: d ttaflow-oriented, communicationoriented, and object-oriented. The problems and issues to be addressed by the software design methodologies for distributed computing systems will also be identified. We will also discuss the trends of software design methods and identify the object-oriented software design methodology as a more promising approach . o software design for distributed computing systems although many research problems remain open.
Characteristics of Distributed Computing Software Systems
A distributed computing system can be considered as a number of hardware processor: with each processor having certain computing capability, and a number of communication links among processors. From software point of view, a distributed software system -nx~ be considered as a set of sequential processes with each process residing on a hardware processor, and the process..s cooperate with one another to fulfill a system-wide task. i lthough the development of these individual processes exhibi-s many of the common characteristics shared by the development of sequential software for centralized computing systems, the following characteristics of the software for distribded computing systems are distinct and must be addressed by any software design methodology for such systems:
e The processes in a dstributed software system can be executed in parallel.
The processes in a dktributed software system are able to cooperate with on? another to fulfill a system-wide task. The cooperat on involves communication and synchronization amo ig the processes.
e Software component: can be mapped into hardware resources by partitioni g and allocating software components based on the st cucture and performance requirements of the distributed computing system.
Traditionally, the para! elism and the cooperation among the processes of a distribut :d software system are supported either by the underlying ( listributed) operating system or by the programming langc g e , in which the software is implemented. In the former method, the parallelism and the cooperation among the processes are achieved by invoking the utilities provided by tl c operating system from conven- [a] and LOCUS [3] are tl ree of the distributed operating systeins tliat provide sucl, uti!ities. In the lat,ter method, thc parallclism and the cocperation among the processes are supported by programmine language constructs provided by concurrent programming languages, such as Ada [4], Conrurrcnt C [5] and Occam [Si.
Wliile such kinds of support are suitable for simple applications, this approach becomes insufficient for large-scale and complex applications because the communication and synchronization have to be handled at the implementation level, and the modularity and modifiability of the software system are reduced. It also hinders portability of the software system because its implementation depends on the underlying programming language, operating system and architecture. Thus, it is necessary for the design niethodologies for distributed software systems to support the exploitation and maximization of parallelism, the cooperation among the processes, and the mapping of software components into available hardware resources.
Software Design Methods for Distributed Computing Systerm
Current software design methods for distributed computing systems can be chsracterized as dataflow-oriented, communication-oriented, and object-oriented based on their emphases on different aspects of the distributed software systems and the ways to decompose software systems. We will discuss each of these categxies in more detail.
Dataflow-Oriented Design Methods
In dataflow-oriented design methods, a distributed software system is decomposei into modules according to their functionalities. Each module is considered as a sequential process. Because communication and synchronization arc not incorporated in he design phase but supported by concurrent programmicg languages in the implementation phase [ 7 ] , the dataflow-oriented approach to the software design of distributed computing systems is the same as that of centralized computing systems. Structured Analysis(SA)/Structured Desig.n(SD) [8, 9] is a classic datafloworiented design method. In the Structured Analysis, a software system is represmted by functions, dataflows between functions, and data stores using dataflow diagrams. Functions are computations that the system carries out. Dataflows show the relations between functions. Data stores a.re the collections of data used throughout the system execution. Functions in d;$aflow diagrams can be decomposed hierarchically. Data4ow diagrams are used with data dictionaries and process specifications [lo] . In conjunction with Structured Analysis, Xructured Design is often used in dataflow-oriented design xrethods to obtain well-structured design of software systems Structured Design uses two criteria to evaluate the quality of a design: coupling and cohesion of modules. The ob!,ective of Structured Design is to dcsign a system in which modules have high cohesion and low coupling. This approxh is influenced by the nature of the subprogram (or proceocre) and thus is suitable for representation of algorithmic abstraction.
The design of distributed software systems using SA/SD involves the following major steps. 1) Identify the external entities, data stores and functions in the system and specify the data dependency among them using dataflow diagrams. 2) Transform the dataflow diagrams into the design of the software system in the strtcture charts. 3) Implement the softwars system based on the structure charts.
Although this method has been used extensively and supported by many tools, it hes the following drawbacks when applied to the design of distributed software systems:
absence of data abstraction and information hiding mechanisms.
inadequacy for applications with natural concurrency.
inadequacy for suppcrting communication and synchronization.
irreponsiveness to chsnges in the problem space.
Therefore, this approach is only appropriate for applications in which each process involves intensive computation while the communication among the processes is rare. There are also several other dataflow-oriented design methods, which are variations of SA/SD, s x h as SADT [11, 12] and SA/RT [13]. SADT uses the box-and-arrow diagram technique in which a box represents data or activity, and directed links connected t o left, up, right, and down sides of the box rcpresent input, control, output, and mechanism, respectively. In SA/RT, the dataflow diagram is augmented by-controloriented features in order t 3 address problems in distributed real-time designs.
An example of a distributed software design using SA/SD is shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The system being developed is a hypothetical system that monitors its environment by a sensor, displays the status of its environment via a display device and controls its environment via a control device. In spite of the simple nature of this example, it captures the essence of a variety of applications such as auto-pilot systems, cruise-control systems, and process control systems. Figure 1 shows the dataflow diagram of the distributed software system, in which functions are represented by rounded rectangles, dataflows are represented by directed arcs, data stores are represented by parallel bars, and external devices are represented by rectangles with shadows. This system consists of three external devices: Sensor, Dzsplay-Device, and Control-Device, three functions: Monitor-Process, Display-Process, and Control-Process, and one data store: Buffer.
Input data from Sensor is transformed by function Monztor-Process, and stored in data store Buffer. Then, data in Buffer is fetched by Dzsplay-Process and Control-Process. In Structured Design [9] , the structure chart is used to represent modules which will be implemented as functions or procedures. Figure 2 shows thc structure chart for this softwaie system. The software systt m is driven by a main module on the top of the structure chart. Three submodules represent functions ideniified in the dataflow diagram. Figures 1 and 2 show the high level design of the software system. In the detail design of the system, the functions and data types need to be defined. For example, the details of the transformation of the Monitor-Process thet transforms the raw data input from the Sensor to the data stored in the Buger, which will be fetched by the Control-Process and Dzsplay-Process, need to be defined, as well as the data structures of the Buger.
Communication-Oriented Design Methods
In communication-orientec design methods, a software system is decomposed into a set of processes or tasks. The behavior of each process is specified in terms of communication and synchronization among the processes. In contrast to dataflow-oriented design methods, communication-oriented Among these methods, those based on the Petri net are probably the most well-known and most well-defined methods. A Petri net consists ci two disjoint sets of nodes, called places and transattons, anc a number of tokens. The places and transitions are relatec with directed links representing the flow of control or data. Places are represented by circles, transitions are representec. by straight bars, and tokens are represented by small dots in places. Initially, a number of tokens are located in some ?laces. Changes in the Petri net occur when one or more tzansitions are fired. A transition can be fired when every place immediately preceding this transition has at least one token. Once a transition is fired, a token from each of those preceding places is removed, and a token is added to the places immediately following that transition. In this way, the dynamic behavior of concurrent processes can be specified in terms of communication and synchronization among processes.
There are three communication modes among the processes: asynchronous, sync-ironous or remote invocation. In the asynchronous communication mode, the sender sends a message and proceeds wit3out waiting for an acknowledgment from the receiver. In the synchronous communication mode, the sender sends a message and waits for an acknowledgment. This mode limits potential concurrency of distributed software systems because the sender may spend a substantial amount of unnecessary time waiting for the acknowledgment from the receiver. The third communication mode is remote invocation, In this case, the sender waits for the results of computation from the receiver. There are specific patterns for each of these different communication modes expressed in the Petri net [20] .
The software design f a distributed computing systems using Petri nets involves the following steps: 1) Identify concurrent processes in the problem domain. 2) Identify the communication channels among these processes and the communicztion modes, which can be synchronous, asynchronous, 01-remote invocation. 3) Define the computation and data structures associated with the Petri net.
4)
Translate the Petri-net representation into implementation. Automated tools are available to translate Petri-net representation into implementation in Ada [21] or OPS5 [22] .
The design of a distrijuted software system using the Petri-net approach is shown in Figure 3 . This is the same example used to illustrate tne dataflow-oriented design methods discussed before. The three concurrent processes, dlonztor-Process, Dasplay-Process and ControlProcess are identified by dotted rectangles. rhe communication among these processes is asynchronous via a buffer. Monitor-Process is initiated by firing the transition at the external device place. At the transition T2, tokens are located at its two following places. One place is for controlling the transition T1, and the othcr is for storing data into a buffer. Display-Process and ControIProcess are activated at the same time by firing transition T4. Both control flow and data flow can be represented in the Petri net. The path of a token, T1 -+ T2 -+ T1, represents contzol flow, and the path of a token, T1 -+ T2 ---t T3, represents data flow. This capability of representing both control flow and data flow in one graph is considered as a major a(-vantage of using Petri-net representation [17] , but the dis:inction between these two flows is implicit. Thus, the comprehensibility is hampered. After specifying conimunication aspects of the software system using the Petri net, the functions and data structures need to be specified. In our example, the function that transforms the raw data input from the sensor to the data stored in the buffer needs to be defined and attached to the transition T2. It will be invoked when the transition T2 is fired. The functions for displaying and controlling also need to be defined, a n d attach to transitions " 6 and T9, respectively.
Object-Oriented Pesign Methods
In object-oriented design nethods [23, 24] , a software systcni is decomposed into a set of cooperating objects. Each object corresponds to an entity such as d a h , action, or h x dware device. The basis of object-oriented design methods is the concept of classes and objects. A class denotes a set of objects sharing some common properties. An object is realized as a unique instance of a class. An object is a logical entity that encapsulates some local data and operations, called methods. The local data within an object is hidden from other objects. Int,eraction between objects can only occur via message passing which is the communication mechanism used in object-oriented methods. An object ca,n send a message t o another object. Upon receiving the message, the receiver decides whether it executes one of its methods by accessing and possibly updating its local data. The objectoriented design approach is suitable for software design for distributed computing systems because t,he concept of classes and objects and the organization of objects naturally reflect the structure of the problem domain of many distributed computing applications, and objects provide natural units for parallelism.
The software design of distributed computing systems using object-oriented design approach involves the following major steps [23] : 1) Identify objects and their attributes. All physical or logical entities in the problem domain are recognized. New classes can be defined by inheriting the local data and methods of their superclasses. 2) Identify the methods provided by and required of each object. The static semantics of the object is established by determining the methods. The dynamic behavior of each object is established by identifying the constraints upon the time or space. 3) Establish the visibility of ea,ch object in relation to other objects. The static dependencies among objects and classes of objects are identified. 4) Establish the interface of each object. This captures the stat,ic semantics of each object or class of objects. 5 ) Implement each object by choosing a suitable representation for each object or class of objects and implementing the interface.
An example of object-oriented design of a distributed software system is shown in Figure 4 . This is the same example used to illustrate the dataflow-oriented and communication-oriented design methods. First, four different objects are identified: Sensor, Buffer, ControLDevice, and Display-Device. Their dependency relations based on the massage paths are represented by directed links. Figure   4 shows the decomposition and the struc,ture of the software system. The differences between. the object-oriented designs and the previous two categories of design methods are evident. In contrast to the two previous methods, the functional behavior of each object is not exposed to the outside world. Instead, it is embedded into objects as their methods. For example, function Display-Process in the dataflow diagrarn shown in Figure 1 is encapsulated into object Display-Device as a method. The method is invoked by receiving a message from another object Buffer. This information hiding pro- Figure 4 : control system. vides the protect,ion of an object from illegal accesses, and also improves modifiabilitj of the software systerns. Secondly, the methods provided by each object need to be defined. For example, o b j c 3 Bufler provides two methods: get-data and put-data. p u i d a t a is a method invoked by object Sensor to put data in the Bufler, get-data is a method invoked by objects Contro;.-Device and Lhplay-Device to retrieve data from the Bu$e *. The local data of object Bufler and t,he constraints, such as the size of the buffcr, are also specified. Thirdly, the visibility of each object and its interface are established. Tile method put-data is only known to object Sensor, and the method get-data is only known to objects Display-Device an2 ControLDevice. Sensor can only communicate with Bufler by invoking the method p
u t -d d a in
Buger, and Control-Deuicc and Display-Device can cornmunicate with Bufler by invoking the method get-data. Finally, the objects defined in previous steps are implemented.
Object--oriented decomposition of a monitor-
Future Trends
W e have characterized methods for software design for distributed computing systems into three categories: datafloworiented, communication-oriented, and object-oriented. Dataflow-orient,ed design methods emphasize functional decomposition, whereas decisions on concurrency related issues are postponed to the implementation phase. Since the concurrency related issues, such as interprocess communication and synchronization, may directly affect the performance of the distributed software systems, the postponement of making decisions on concurrency related issues may result in poor performance ap.d cause to redesign part of or even the entire software system in order to meet the performance requiremeiit.
On the contrary, communication-oriented design methods deal with communication aspects of software systems as a primary task. Thus, concurrency related issues are naturally considered at the early stage of the design phase, and functional aspects of the distributed software system are handled as secondary concern Furthermore, due to the lack of control and data abstraction mechanisms in this design ap-P' ""Cn, 16s appllCatlOn IS tssentially restricted to communication intensive applications with relatively simple computation and data structures. One way to extend the capability of this design approach is to use the Petri net and to develop internal data structares to organize all control, data and auxiliary information within the Petri net. In order to take advantage of thes-two methods, a design method [25] has been proposed in which issues on both functional decomposition and commi.nication aspects are addressed at the initial stage of the design phase, and the validation ofthe design and distribution of processes into hardware processors can also he accomplished.
In object-oriented design methods, the software structure obtained reflects the structure of the application problem, and the data abstraction capability of objects supports information hiding. Thus, the comprehensibility, modularity, and modifiability of the softwar-systems are enhanced. For these reasons, object-oriented design approach is more promising than the other two approaches to software design for 4 stributed computing systems. However, the following problems in object-oriented design approach need to be solved in order to realize the full ad-iantages of the approach: synchronization and Garallelism support.
integration of inheritance and parallelism. the development. of software tools to support objectoriented decomposition.
In the inherently distribgted applications, such as the electronic-mail system on a network of workstations, simple message passing mechanism of object-oriented designs is not sufficient. Some synchronization primitives, such as semaphores and monitors, are needed to support the required parallelism. However, the adoption of these primitives will complicate the conceptual model of object-oriented design and affect the effectivenesc of object-oriented design. Thus, more high-level and abstract mechanisms to handle these problems need to be develcped. Some object-oriented methods adopt asynchronous communication [26] which, however, introduces other problems: dificulty on verification of communication aspects and interference to inheritance of classes. New mechanisms need to be developed to accommodate both concurrency and inheritance coherently [27, 28, 29, 30] . In addition to these concurrency related problems, the representation method for object-criented designs needs to be developed. A representation technique for object-oriented designs using a structured bipartite inheritance network has been developed [31] , but representations for communication related aspects need to be introdued.
Partitioning and allocation of processes to hardware processors make the design of distributed software systems most distinct from the design of sequential software systems. AIthough substantial research has been done in this area [32, 33, 34, 35] , some practical problems, such as partitioning and allocation of tasks with precedence relations, still need to be solved. The problem of task partitioning is that we have to deal with two inherently conflicting criteria, namely min-iiriization of interprocess communication and maximization of parallelism. Another problem is t,hat it is difficult to predict runtiine behavior of the tasks before they are allocated. In measuring the effectiveness of task allocation, most of the cost functions are performance-oriented. Furthermore, since one of the advantages of distributed computing systems is its potential for fault tole:ance, it is important to develop fault, tolerant-oriented cost functions.
Design verification is one of the most important tasks in software design. In the design of dist,ributed software systems, verification is more Xfficult due to the complexity of such software systems. Rxently, methods for the verification of communication and control flow of distributed software systems have been dcveloped [19, 36, 37] . In [19] , structured Petri net is used to analyze the control flow of distributed software systems. In [36] , a formal method based on the inductive assertior, method and Petri net for verifi&ion of synchronous communication is introduced. In [37] rz formal method based on the context-free grammar is introduced to verify the control flow of distributed software systems. However, some important problems, such as verification of asynchronous communication and data flow in distributed software systems, remain unsolved. A formal mcthodology for the develcpment of distributed software SYSterns using attribute grammar and compiler techniques to reprcsent the design specification and validate the impleinclitation, has been prop xed [38, 39] . Nevertheless, more research related to formal Iesign methodologies and the development of supporting tools for distributed software sysk m s are still needed.
